559. Ass. taken under these Ltrs. of Assoc. by Cassy and Cotherstoke for cos. Bedford, Bucks and Huntingdon, are in J.I.1/1505 and 1506, with those Ltrs. of Assoc., and the relevant Ltrs. of Admiss. and 'si non omnes', enrolled in J.I.1/1505, at m.12.

561. G.D. held under this Comm., 15 July 1393, is in J.I.3/180, at m.9, with this Comm. enrolled.

562. G.D. held under this Comm., 2 July 1393, possibly also 28 July 1395, are in J.I.3/180, at ms.60, 61, with this Comm. enrolled at m.60.

567. G.Ds. held under this Comm., 28 July 1393-8 Apr. 1396, are in J.I.3/180, at ms.34d-36d, with this Comm. enrolled at m.34d.


576. G.D. held by Cherlton and Rede under this Comm., 1 May 1394, are in J.I.3/180, at ms.10-11, with Comm. enrolled at m.10.

577. C.D. held, 29 Apr. 1394, by Brencheslee, Carrewe, William and John Weston under this Comm. is in J.I.3/178, at ms.1d, 9, with Comm. enrolled at m.1d. The gaol file is J.I.3/217/3, ms.21-39, with the original Comm. at m.37.

583. Ass. taken by Wadham or Hankefard with Wakefeld under these Ltrs. of Assoc., 17-22 June 1394, are in J.I.1/1503, countywise, with these Ltrs. of Assoc. and the relevant Ltrs. of Admiss. enrolled at ms.4 and 38.

584. G.Ds. under this Comm., 16 July 1394 and 19 July 1395, respectively by Hille and Rede and by Cherlton and Hille, are in J.I.3/180, at ms.13, 13d, with this Comm. enrolled at m.13. Between these G.Ds. a special over and termer Comm. issued to these commissioners and two others on 5 Feb. 1395, C.P.R. 1391-1396, 588; under it, on 19 Feb. 1395, a session was held to take indictments concerning false moneyers and burglaries of the gaol.

586. G.Ds. under these Comms. are in J.I.3/182, as follows:- Norwich castle, 16 July 1394-17 July 1396, ms.6, 7, 11-14, 18d, with Comm. enrolled twice, at ms.6 and 11; Bury, 20 July 1394-18 Feb. 1397, ms.8-9d, 19-20, with Comm. enrolled at m.8; Cambridge castle, 22 July 1394-22 July 1396, ms.10, 18, 18d, with Comm. enrolled at m.10; Huntingdon, 24 July 1394-24 July 1396, m.10d, with Comm. enrolled; Aylesbury G.Ds., 26 July 1395-27 July 1396, at ms.17, 17d, and Bedford G.D., 23 July 1395, m.16, were probably held under their respective Comms., but they are not enrolled.

589. G.Ds. under this Comm., 18 July 1394 by Cassy and Yelvetorn, and 18 July 1396, by Cassy and Gascoigne, are in J.I.3/182, at m.15, with Comm. enrolled.